BÖHM
Price List Upgrades Versions 1.X to Version 2.0
Valid from 01.08.2021

All previous price lists hereby lose their validity.
The prices include the statutory value-added tax of 19%.
All prices are ex works Bückeburg. Shipping and transport costs on request.
Errors and omissions excepted.
Some of the instruments illustrated in this brochure have
optional extras that are subject to an extra charge.
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The comprehensive operating system and firmware
upgrade for all SEMPRA models - The best in sound and playing possibilities
On the occasion of the 65th birthday of the Böhm brand, we are honouring our pioneering role in organ building:
Even outstanding things can still be improved: With the new firmware version 2.0 and the associated
comprehensive software package, we are taking the musicality of your SEMPRA to a new level!
SEMPRA 2.0 contains, among other things:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

256 new styles - all arranged with 4 complete variations incl. 4 intros, endings, breaks, bridges, fills etc.,
separate minor tracks. Per style you get 1 SONG with 4 global presets each (one-touch registrations).
More than 80 new and approx. 200 optimised Amadeus sounds
6 new Pro drum kits with new samples
162 new Sound BASIC registrations, also as a basis for your creations
256 new Song SONGs (title-related), all with 6 presets each. Play many well-known pieces of music
with 6 perfectly arranged registrations - from Intro to Ending a musical treat!
All new styles and SONG presets naturally use the new functions of version 2.0 as well as the new
Amadeus sounds and drum sets.
Extended Solochord and new SempraChord: If several Solochord parts with the same Solochord type
are used, the individual notes of the Solochord harmony are distributed among the parts involved. This
creates striking ensemble effects when playing melodies with only one finger!
Extended one-finger background: Up to 3 lower parts on the chord manual each play one note of the
selected 1-finger chord. This makes your accompaniment even fuller and more versatile even with onefinger chord control.

SEMPRA 2.0 can also be used with the earlier SEMPRA hardware consisting of Amadeus2 sound generation and
the Crystal Mixer preamplifier.
An optimal result is achieved with the current SEMPRA tone generation AMADEUS Pro and the new
preamplifier.
The update prices on page 5 include the SEMPRA 2.0 software upgrade, applicable to all SEMPRA models,
regardless of the existing Amadeus or preamplifier equipment.
If your instrument is currently still equipped with Amadeus2 and the Crystal Mixer, you can also upgrade your
SEMPRA to this latest hardware Amadeus Pro and
at the same time as upgrading to version 2.0 at a
particularly favourable package price. You will find particularly favourable complete offers for the corresponding
hardware upgrade incl. the update to version 2.0 on page 6.
In addition, or for special equipment variants, we will be happy to provide you with an individual, non-binding
complete offer for updating or completing your instrument at any time. Just contact us! We will be happy to advise
you on all possibilities!
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Upgrade
incl. new operating system
and new factory data (SONGS, Styles, Sounds and Drumkits)
(for all SEMPRA instruments with firmware version max. V1.5)
Item
no.

Designation

Price

16001

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE10

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16002

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE20

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16003

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE30

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16004

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE40

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16006

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE60

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16007

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE70

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16008

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE80

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16009

Upgrade for SEMPRA SE100

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16014

Upgrade for Sinfonia 480SE

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16015

Upgrade for Sinfonia 500SE

1.599,00 EUR ❑

16016

Upgrade for Emporio 600SE

1.599,00 EUR ❑

SONG, Sound and Style Packages for

:

See separate price list SEMPRA 2.0
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AMADEUS Pro - The new sound generation, optimally adapted to the
new
preamp/DSP technology:
•
•
•
•
•

Sound systems with integrated digital output in
format
Latest sound processor generation
Fully compatible with Amadeus2 sound data
Extended sound/sample memory for sound extensions
Progress retrofittable: SEMPRA organs with Amadeus2 and Crystal Mixer can be
be upgraded to AMADEUS Pro and

- the new audio and master effects section in studio quality
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital inputs for all sound modules of the organ
2 analogue inputs (line in, microphone)
3 stereo outputs (0 dB/headphones, front, rear)
2 optional individual outputs, e.g. for external effects units (on request)
Limiter for all outputs
Surround effect separately adjustable for all stereo outputs
Studio reverb with 96 programmes, chorus effect with 6 programmes
Microphone input with compressor and noise gate
Separate bass and treble control for all outputs, line-in, microphone,
Rotor effect (if enabled)
Various extensions available, such as Rotor DSP, Harmony Voice, quadraphony, partially parametric 5band equalizer for all inputs, etc., see page 7

All-inclusive prices for upgrades to AMADEUS Pro and
including

upgrade:

(prices on return of existing Amadeus2 and Crystal Mixer hardware).
Item
no.

Designation

Price

29212

Conversion to AMADEUS Pro / D-Mix and version 2.0 for SE20
with two AMADEUS2 modules present:

2.990,00 EUR ❑
4.290,00 EUR ❑

29213

Conversion to AMADEUS Pro / D-Mix and version 2.0 for SE30
with two AMADEUS2 modules present:

2.990,00 EUR ❑
4.290,00 EUR ❑

29214

Conversion to AMADEUS Pro / D-Mix and version 2.0 for SE40
with two AMADEUS2 modules present:

2.990,00 EUR ❑
4.290,00 EUR ❑

29216

Conversion to AMADEUS Pro / D-Mix and version 2.0 for SE60
with two AMADEUS2 modules present:

2.990,00 EUR ❑
4.290,00 EUR ❑

29217
29218
29219

Conversion to AMADEUS Pro / D-Mix and version 2.0 for 480SE
Conversion to AMADEUS Pro / D-Mix and version 2.0 for 500SE
Conversion to AMADEUS Pro / D-Mix and version 2.0 for 600SE

4.790,00 EUR ❑
6.490,00 EUR ❑
7.790,00 EUR ❑
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Function apps for
41155

41156

41157

41158

D-MiX App: Partial parametric 5-band equalizer
the equalization (bass and treble) by its parameterization (corner frequencies)
and another 3 parametric EQ bands. With this extension, corresponding
equalizers are available for each output, the line input and the D-MiX rotor
(if enabled).

239,00 EUR ❑

D-MiX App: Rotor cabinet with editable programmes:
The simulation of rotating speakers (bass and treble rotor) as an alternative
effect device for the Amadeus organ sounds. Can also be mixed on RealOrgan,
even in combination with the RealOrgan's own rotor = double rotor effects
(activation).

369,00 EUR ❑

D-MiX App: Quadrophony
Extension of the outputs by two additional channels (Rear L/R). All Amadeus
sound groups, effects such as reverb, chorus and D-MiX Rotor as well as
Harmony Voice can be freely positioned. Additional parameters (phase, delays,
etc.) make it possible to create incredible room effects - from a cellar bar to a
cathedral.

598,00 EUR ❑

D-MiX App: Harmony Voice with microphone extension: vocoder/harmoniser
with pitch shifting for the lead voice or up to a 4-part choir incl. gender bending
(formant shifting) All factory vocal presets can be edited and saved in their own
user presets. Coupling of the vocal presets to the SONG presets (activation).
Extension for the microphone input:
• Compressor and noise gate for microphone become editable with the HV.
• Own partial parametric equaliser for the microphone input
• Dedicated echo/reverb DSPs for vocals (microphone)
• Partially parametric 5-band equaliser
All effect components can be set separately for the main voice (lead voice) and
the harmony voice (e.g. lead voice with echo, harmony voice with reverb).
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599,00 EUR ❑

EASY Edit for Styles
Expand your accompaniment library more easily than ever before. SEMPRA's comprehensive style and playback
(midifile) editor provides highly effective and easy-to-use functions that make editing your accompaniments a
pleasure. With the new Easy Edit App, you can expand these possibilities even further. The app can also be used
independently of an upgrade to SEMPRA 2.0.
In addition to the many standard functions, the new optional EASY Style Editor App adds the following options,
among others:
•

•

41160

2 editable user drum kits per (!) style/playback: Allow the individual percussion instruments to be
exchanged for all other instruments of the respective user kits. In addition, the volume of each individual
instrument of the user kit can be adjusted individually.
New editor functions for importing new styles:
o Adjustable dynamic range during recording.
o Free start position for recording
o Recording also without aftertouch
o Easy-Editor with the functions
▪ Delete duplicates
▪ Delete expression
▪ Delete pitch
▪ Delete Aftertouch
▪ Delete a specific note
▪ Delete all notes below a specific note
▪ Delete all notes above a given note
▪ Change velocity absolute or relative
▪ Delete all tempo changes
Easy Edit for Styles (extension app for the Style Editor)

149,00 EUR ❑

Karaoke /Text Display
Have song texts from playbacks (midifiles) or your own song or info texts shown in the display of your SEMPRA.
The app can also be used independently of an upgrade to SEMPRA 2.0.
•
•
•
•
•
•
41159

Supports the 5 most popular karaoke formats,
Different fonts selectable
Format and text source (MIDI, internal, karaoke) can be saved per SONG
Assignment of own (ASCII) song texts to the SONG presets: Text passages can be accessed via the
SONG presets.
Own lyrics can also be used with SONG presets with style accompaniment
SONG presets can be selected via the display when the text display is called up
Function app Karaoke/Text display:

139,00 EUR ❑

Further system apps for

(all models)

see separate SEMPRA 2.0 price list
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Updates
for existing SONG, Sound and Style packages

For instruments being upgraded to the new version 2.0, the following updates are available for existing software
packages. This will make the contents of these packages fully compatible with the new SEMPRA 2.0 function and
sound standards.

2.0 Updates for SONG preset lists:
Item

Designation

42861

SONG List "Christmas and Blessing Songs" - Update to Version 2.0
36 SONGs with 6 presets each for many well-known Christmas songs

49,00 EUR ❑

42862

SONG list "Claus Riepe / Bernd Wurzenrainer" - Update to version 2.0
128 SONGs with title- and style-related presets SONG-Presets,
created by Claus Riepe and Bernd Wurzenrainer
(RealOrgan and DSP Extension should be available)

59,00 EUR ❑

SONG list "Schlager" - Update to version 2.0
64 SONGS with 6 presets each for many well-known German Schlager and
international hits, incl. music book.
(RealOrgan, all Style Packages and Accordion Fascination should be available).

87,00 EUR ❑

42863

Price

2.0 Updates for sound packages:
Item

Designation

42811

Accordion Fascination - Update to version 2.0
80 single and multi-chord stops of a total of four accordion types
with example SONG presets

25,00 EUR ❑

Amadeus "Movie Sound" - Update to Version 2.0
128 elaborate new sounds/samples for film music with many interesting ART
playing functions and sample SONG presets.

89,00 EUR ❑

Böhm, Famous Organs "Classic Complete" - Update to Version 2.0
256 single and combination stops with C/C# charge separation,
controllable tremulant, 64 SONGs with presets (setter)
(The app "Soundcontroller" should be available)

99,00 EUR ❑

42812

42816

Price
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2.0 Updates for style packages:
(RealOrgan and DSP-Extension should be available)
Item

Designation

42831

Style package STAR-COLLECTION 1 - Update to version 2.0
32 styles incl. 128 registrations, e.g. 8-Beatrock Party, 8-Beat light, Dance
Trouper, Howard Medley, Soft US 16 Beat, Summer Night Beat, Rock you b.,
Red L. Shuffle, Sarah's Softbeat, Sentimental Swing, and many more.

79,00 EUR ❑

Style package STAR-COLLECTION 2 - Update to version 2.0
32 styles incl. 128 registrations, e.g. Twilight 6-8, 8-Ballad Michelle, Disco
Fischer, Rumba 2-Guitars, Spanish Night, Dance Samba, Latin Tequila,
Tijuana Swing, Top of the w. Country, Winnetou, and many more.

79,00 EUR ❑

Style package STYLE BOX 1 - Update to version 2.0
15 styles with 90 registrations, e.g. Ballad Piano, Country Beat fast,
Dance Hit, Disco Fox, Slow String Waltz, Pop Ballad 2, and many more.

39,00 EUR ❑

42832

42895

42896

42835

Price

Style package STYLE BOX 2 - Update to version 2.0
15 styles with 90 registrations, e.g. Adys Alpenbeat, Romantic Ballad
, Baker Hitpolka, Disco Schlager, Hardrock Shuffle, Lite Guitar Rock, and many
more.

39,00 EUR ❑

Style package AMADEUS STYLE PERFORMANCE 1 - Update to version 2.0
32 styles with SONG presets, e.g. 50s Shuffle, 6-8 March, 6-8 Silvery, Alabama
Beat, BGs Disco, Brunner Fox, Brush Swing, Country Beat, Country Shuffle,
Foxtrot, Party Polka, Phils Day, and many more.

89,00 EUR ❑

Style package AMADEUS STYLE PERFORMANCE 2 - Update to version 2.0
36 styles with SONG presets, e.g. 60s Shuffle, Ballade Angel, Christmas Waltz,
Country Fox, Folk Beat, Concert Waltz, Organ Quickstep, Spanish Rumba, Barry
Disco, Smoky Beat, and many more.

89,00 EUR ❑

Style Pack DOO - Entertainer - Update to Version 2.0
10 title-related entertainer styles from the style forge DOO
with SONG presets, e.g. Ballade Adeline, Charleston, James Polka,
Oberkrainer Polka, and many more (Accordion Fascination should be available).

25,00 EUR ❑

Style package DOO - 70s/80s - Update to version 2.0
10 title-related styles for well-known 70s/80s hits from the style forge
DOO with SONG presets, e.g. Night Fever, Dolve Vita, Fernando,
Isla Bonita, Reality, and many more (Accordion Fascination should be available).

25,00 EUR ❑

42881

Style package HIT Session 1 - Update to version 2.0
Content: Englishman NY, Get Lucky, Million Lights, New-Paul

24,00 EUR ❑

41882

Style package HIT Session 2 - Update to version 2.0
Content: Binfire Heart, Error Free, Last Christmas, Shine My Shoes

24,00 EUR ❑

42883

Style package HIT Session 3 - Update to version 2.0
Contents: Helene Ever, Hit Kaiser, Js Abba Mix, Udos Sahne Mix

24,00 EUR ❑

42884

Style package HIT Session 4 - Update to version 2.0
Contents: Herbert Mix, Marianne Mix, Nena Mix, Real Good Feelin'

24,00 EUR ❑

42836

42891

42892
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General terms and conditions

the packaging, the customer must have this certified in
writing by the transport company upon acceptance of the
goods. In case of damages that are not immediately visible,
the customer is obliged to report them immediately to
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH. In case of missing
documentation of the damages or in case of delayed
notification of initially not visible damages, all rights of the
customer expire in this respect. Keyswerk Musikelektronik
GmbH basically reserves the right to deliver cash on
delivery or against advance payment, especially for first
orders.

(for delivery and performance within Germany) of
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH

1. Scope of application Our Terms and Conditions of Sale
shall apply exclusively. Conditions of the customer that
deviate from these sales conditions are not valid. As far as
legally permissible, these conditions apply to all services of
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH, including consulting
services.
2. contractual partner Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH
manufactures and distributes electronic musical instruments.
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH has its registered office at
Warbersche Str. 32, D-31675 Bückeburg. Managing director
is Erik Jeromin. E-mail: info@keyswerk.de, tax number
44/201/39004, Ust.Id-Nr.: DE 294327762, commercial
register number HRB 200131 tax office Stadthagen.
Conclusion of the contract: The customer's order, regardless
of the medium used, e.g. in writing, verbally or by
telecommunication, is binding for the customer.
If Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH chooses a written order
confirmation, the type of documentation is explicitly optional.
The confirmation can be made in writing, by fax or by e-mail.
Unless otherwise contractually agreed, the contract of
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH is concluded by issuing
the order confirmation to the customer or by sending the
goods to the customer after receipt of the offer without a
separate order confirmation.

5. right of revocation for consumer contracts The
customer may revoke his contractual declaration within 2
weeks without stating reasons in text form (e.g. letter, fax, email) or by returning the goods. The period begins at the
earliest with the receipt of this instruction. If the customer is
only informed of this instruction after conclusion of the
contract, the period shall be 1 month. To comply with the
revocation period, it is sufficient to send the revocation or
the goods in good time. The revocation is to be sent to:
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH, Warbersche Str. 32,
31675 Bückeburg. Fax no.: 05722 287555. E-mail:
info@keyswerk.de.
In the case of an effective revocation, the services received
by both parties must be returned and any benefits derived
(e.g. interest) must be surrendered. If the customer cannot
return the received performance to Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH in whole or in part, or only in a
deteriorated condition, the customer must pay compensation
to Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH in this respect, if
applicable. This does not apply to the surrender of goods, if
the deterioration of the goods is exclusively due to their
inspection - as it would have been possible for the customer
in a shop. In addition, the customer can avoid the obligation
to pay compensation by not using the goods as an owner
and by refraining from doing anything that could impair their
value.
In the case of a return from a delivery of goods with a total
order value of up to € 40, the customer shall bear the costs
of the return if the delivered goods correspond to the
ordered goods. Otherwise, the return shipment is free of
charge for the customer. In the case of goods that cannot be
shipped, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH will contact the
customer immediately after receipt of the revocation and
agree on the type of transport required for the return with the
customer.
After receipt of the return by Keyswerk Musikelektronik
GmbH, the latter will reimburse the costs within 30 days,
either by bank transfer - if the customer's account details are
known - or by sending a cheque.
A right of withdrawal does not exist for distance contracts for
the delivery of goods, which are manufactured by Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH according to customer specifications
or the customer has unsealed a delivered data carrier of
audio or video recordings or of software. The regulation of §
312b para. 4 BGB applies.

3. Prices Unless otherwise stated in the order confirmation,
our prices shall apply ex registered office Bückeburg. The
prices for end consumers are subject to change and include
the applicable value added tax.
The invoices are due for payment immediately from the
invoice date without deduction. If the customer is in default
of payment, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH is entitled to
charge default interest in the amount of 5% points above the
base interest rate. If Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH can
prove a higher damage caused by delay, Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH has the right to assert this. The
customer is only entitled to set-off rights, if his counterclaims
have been legally established, are undisputed or have been
accepted in writing by Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH. In
case of shipment of the goods, a shipping charge will be
added to the price of the goods. The accruing shipping
charges will be announced before the purchase contract
comes into existence.
4. dispatch The dispatch takes place exclusively at the risk
of the customer. The risk of loss and deterioration is
transferred to the customer as soon as Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH has properly handed over the goods
to the shipping company. Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH
has the right to determine a suitable dispatch route.
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH will hand over the goods
to the shipping company in a suitable packaging. Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH does not assume any liability for the
quality of the packaging material. As far as large, heavy
goods are shipped, e.g. organs, flight cases, loudspeaker
boxes etc., the packaging can be charged separately. In this
special case, the costs of the packaging are to be
communicated to the customer with the order confirmation.
The customer is obliged to inspect the goods for transport
damage immediately after receipt. In the case of damage to

6. Delivery time All information on the delivery time is nonbinding. Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH will endeavour to
execute the delivery as soon as possible after the
conclusion of the contract. Unless otherwise expressly
agreed, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH is entitled to
partial deliveries. If the delivery cannot be carried out
immediately, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH will indicate
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an expected delivery time. Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH
is not in default, if this stated delivery period is exceeded,
e.g. due to problems in material procurement or due to
production bottlenecks.
This period is extended accordingly in case of force
majeure, industrial action, official measures, as well as other
unforeseen events, which cannot be avoided despite the
reasonably expected precautionary measures. If it turns out
within this subsequent delivery period that the delivery is
impossible or unreasonable for Keyswerk Musik-elektronik
GmbH, Keyswerk Musik-elektronik GmbH is entitled to
withdraw from the contract. In this case, claims for damages
are excluded on both sides. If Keyswerk Musik-elektronik
GmbH is in default, claims for damages only exist if the
default is based on intent or gross negligence.

GmbH has to inform the customer of this circumstance. If
such a notice is omitted, the orderer can assume that the
goods are in stock.
The customer's right to return the goods ends 30 days after
taking delivery of the goods. In the event of a lawful exercise
of the right of return, the customer shall bear the costs and
the risk of the outward and return shipment.
9. reservation of proprietary rights Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH reserves the proprietary rights of all
delivered goods until the receipt of the complete payment
from the contract. In case of breach of contract by the
customer, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH is entitled to
take back the goods. The taking back as well as the seizure
of the reserved goods is a withdrawal from the contract.
In case of seizure and other interventions of third parties,
the customer has to inform Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH
immediately in writing.

7 Warranty The warranty period for defects, which existed
before the transfer of risk, is 24 months. If Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH is responsible for the defect and the
notice of defect is justified, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH
bears all expenses necessary for the purpose of rectifying
the defect, in particular transport, travel and labour and
material costs, provided that these are proven and their
amount is not disproportionate to the value of the purchased
item.
If defects are detected in the hardware or software, e.g.
housing, the customer is entitled to demand rectification. In
this case, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH is entitled to
rectify the defect, also several times, at their discretion. No
liability whatsoever is assumed for the correct functioning of
delivered software (e.g. also operating software in the
instruments). If the same rectification of defects fails, the
customer has the right to withdraw from the contract or to
reduce the purchase price. In case of withdrawal from the
contract, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH is entitled to
deduct an appropriate amount for the reduction in value.
Claims for damages of the customer are only justified if
there is gross negligence of Keyswerk Musikelektronik
GmbH. In any case, the customer is subject to the duty to
minimise damages.

10. The place of performance and jurisdiction shall be
31675 Bückeburg unless another place is mandatory by law.

8. taking back goods Outside the legal right of return for
consumer contracts, Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH will
only take back goods, if the right of return has been
individually agreed with the customer in writing with the
conclusion of the purchase contract. Irrespective of this,
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH is only obliged to take
back the goods if the goods and the original packaging are
in a perfect condition and the return is carriage paid to the
registered office of Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH,
Warbersche Str. 32, in 31675 Bückeburg. If goods are
returned without prior obligation to take back, Keyswerk
Musikelektronik GmbH reserves the right to refuse
acceptance.
Outside of a distance contract, the right of return is excluded
for the delivery of audio or video recordings or software if
the delivered data carriers have been unsealed by the
customer.
The conclusion of a return agreement is generally excluded
for such goods, which were manufactured on special
request of the customer or, because they are not
permanently available in stock, were expressly ordered by
Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH after the conclusion of the
contract. In case of acceptance of a purchase contract for
goods which are not in stock, Keyswerk Musikelektronik
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www.boehm-organs.com

the German organ pioneer
Your BÖHM authorised dealer

Keyswerk Musikelektronik GmbH
Warbersche Str. 32 I 31675 Bückeburg
Germany
Tel. (+49) 05722 / 905088
Email: info@keyswerk.de

